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NOTE: If you would like to have a notice posted in The Record, please submit your information by attaching
(F6) a WordPerfect document to an email message sent to Jane McBride (JMCBRIDE). All notices
must include your name, your email address and/or a telephone number where you can be reached
during the day. If applicable, please include the name of your student organization. All information
should be submitted by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.
FROM DEAN CHAPMAN
SUMMER REGISTRATION
The list of closed courses and sections for the summer session is posted on the second floor bulletin board.
If a course you registered for is not closed, you can assume you are enrolled in it. If a course you
registered for is closed, you can check to see ·if you are enrolled with the self-serve computer in the
'\ Registrar's office. Schedules will be mailed this week.
)
You may add an open course at any time through the first week of summer classes. You may drop a
course from your schedule at any time before the final exam, but if you drop during the second week of
summer classes, you will be charged 50% of tuition and if you drop after the second week, you will be
charged full tuition.
FALL REGISTRATION
Registrations Forms and Bulletin Available This Week
Fall Registration begins next Monday, April 17, 1995. You may pick up your registration forms for fall
beginning Wednesday, April 12 in the Registrar's office. The Registration Bulletin with registration
instructions,· the final version of the schedule, course descriptions for courses not listed in the Law School
Bulletin, biographies of new faculty members, and other information will be distributed by Wednesday. The
final exam schedule for fall courses was distributed last week; copies are available in the Registrar's·office.
Unpaid Tuition
If your tuition is not fully paid, there will be a note attached to your registration form stating that you have
a "Bursar's hold." If you have a Bursar's hold, you will not be permitted to registrar until the hold is
released. Please see the "Fall Registration Unpaid Tuition Balance" item underSpecial Notices in this
Record. The university's head Bursar, Julie Collins, will be in the law school Bursar's office, Room 290, on
Monday and Tuesday, April 17 and 18 from 2:30 to 6:00p.m. to discuss tuition problems with students.
Students should continue to seek assistance from Bursar Coordinator Gina Regis in 290· or .byemaiHng
Assistant Dean Dawn Rupcich.
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Bursar's Stamp and Tuition Deposit
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Even if your tuition is fully paid, you must have the Bursar stamp your registration form before you submit it
to the Registrar. A $300 deposit must be paid to the Bursar unless financial aid will cover all of your
tuition. A word to the wise: avoid the long line that inevitably forms at the Bursar's office during
registration. Pick up your registration form from the Registrar's office as soon as it is available on
Wednesday, pay your $300 and have the form stamped by the Bursar as soon as you can. Your course
selections don't have to be filled in on the form to obtain the Bursar's stamp.
Advanced Research and Legal Drafting Sections
A list of Advanced Research and Legal Drafting sections is attached to this Record. Additional sections of
Legal Drafting will be added to the schedule.
Certificate Students in Environmental Law and International Law
A list of the students seeking an Environmental Law or International Law certificate is posted on the
Registrar's bulletin board. These students will have priority for certain sections of Advanced Research. If
your name is missing from the Environmental certificate list, see Steve Manley in Room 823; if it is not on
the International list, see Matt Alex in the Registrar's office.
Professors.' Opinions on Which Courses You Should Take
I distributed a questionnaire to the faculty last fall asking them to indicate which courses they felt every
student should take regardless of his or her particular areas of interest and the courses a student should
take if interested in specializing in a particular substantive area. The responses were attached to last
week's Record.
Intensive Trial Advocacy
The names of the students eligible to register for Intensive Trial Advocacy, both the August, 1995
Intellectual Property course and the January, 1996 regular intensive course are posted on the second floor
bulletin board. You must register for the appropriate course on your Fall, 1995 registration form or you will
lose your seat in the class.
International Law Moot Court
The law school will initiate an International Law Moot Court Program in the fall semester. All students
interested in participating in an international law moot court competition should register for the International
Appellate Advocacy section of Advanced Research. Evening students who cannot register for this section
should register for Professor Strzynski's evening International Law Advanced Research section. Students
who are interested in participating in the International Law Moot Court Program and who have already






A list of professors who have authorized their students to take their final exams on computer is posted on
the Registrar's bulletin board. Students in these courses who want to take their exam on computer should
sign up in the Registrar's office by April 29, 1995 at 6:00 p.m.
August, 1995 Graduates
Please complete a Graduation Analysis Form in the Registrar's Office as soon as you have completed
summer registration. If you plan to participate in the June, 1995 commencement, please email MALEX.
June, 1995 Graduates
A list of June, 1995 graduates is posted on the second floor bulletin board. Your name will appear on your
diploma exactly as it appears on this list. Please inform the Registrar if you want to make any changes. If
you are planning to graduate in June and your name is not on the list, contact the Registrar immediately.
FROM ASSISTANT DEAN OF STUDENTS JULIE FENTON
Student Organizations
Please complete the Student Organization Information sheet attached to this week's Record.
We need the information to update the Student Handbook. Please complete the form and return it to rne.bv
May 31 if you wish to have your student organization listed in the 1995-96 Student Handbook.
Applications for Academic Support Teaching Assistant Positions
We are now accepting applications for next year's Teaching Assistants for the Academic Support Program.
If you are a good student and have an aptitude for teaching, we want you! The Teaching Assistants can
earn two credits per semester, in addition to a stipend equivalent to tuition for two credit hours. For more
information, email SWALDREP or KALBRECH. Application forms are available in Room 525.
Where Can I Find the Student Development Counselor And, by the Way,
What Does She Do?
Sherry Waldrep, our Student Development Counselor, has moved again! You can now find her in Room
546. You can still reach her at 906-5272 and her email address is still SWALDREP. Sherry can help you
address anything from the emotional crises law school can create to simple questions about how to get
from here to there in the law school bureaucracy. She also manages the Student Resource Library, a
collection of material on study skills, health, stress, time management, and other issues relevant to the lives
of law students. If you haven't met Sherry Waldrep yet, come visit her in her new office and find out how





A Conference for Second-Year Students
April 10, 1995
The Office of Career Services and the Office of the Dean of Students announce an innovative one day
conference for the Class of 1997 at the law school on the first day of fall classes, Monday, August 21,
1995.
Full-time students graduating in 1997 will attend the conference in place of regularly scheduled day classes.
Evening students graduating in 1997 may attend the conference this year or during the fall of 1996. Third-
year students are welcome to attend the conference.
What is Professionalism Day?
Professionalism Day is a day of special programming for students graduating in 1997. Students will gain
practical skills and knowledge from legal practitioners that will give Chicago-Kent's students a head start in
today's competitive legal marketplace.
Chicago-Kent is the first law school to implement such a conference. Developed by faculty and staff at the
law school, the concept of Professionalism Day has been enthusiastically received by legal employers as an
additional way to help students transition from legal education to the practice of law.
What topics will be covered in Professionalism Day?
I. Strategies for Professional Excellence
• Build a foundation for long term professional success.
• Identify ways to make yourself indispensable to your employer.
• Enhance your success by building strong work relationships with colleagues and support
staff.
II. Understanding the Bottom Line: Law as a Business
• Learn about the business of practicing law in law firms, corporations, public interest
organizations or government 'offices.
• Understand the way in which economics influences the hiring and training process.
• Find out what to expect in a performance review. Learn how to prepare for and make the
most of a review.
III. Maximizing Your Professional Impact
• Learn how to make an outstanding first impression.
• Develop a professional style to maximize your effectiveness in the profession.




What is the format for Professionalism Day?
April 10, 1995
The conference will begin with morning coffee and pastries during registration. Programs are scheduled in
the morning and afternoon. Lunch will be provided. The conference will close with a networking reception,
where students will have the chance to meet with alumnae/i practitioners. Professional attire is required.
Professionalism Day speakers will include alumnae/i as well as other practitioners from private practice,
corporations, government offices and public interest organizations.
What about my classes?
Professionalism Day will replace regularly scheduled day classes for second- and third-year students on
Monday, August 21 st. The programming will not affect Monday evening classes, which will proceed as
scheduled for all students.
How do students register for Professionalism .Day?
Watch The Record for further information about registration. Mark your calendars now for Monday, August
21stl
If you have questions, contact Assistant Deans Lisa Abrams or Julie Fenton.
FROM THE OFFICE OF ALUMNAE/I & STUDENT RELATIONS
1995 Graduates:
IMPORTANT
Graduation tickets will be available in Suite 310 beginning Monday, April 17. If you do not pick up your
tickets by Wednesday, May 4, they will be sent to the address on your ticket request form. HOWEVER, if
you plan on having your tickets sent, you must come to S·uite 310 to pick up additional graduation
information.
If you have not already picked up vour retake pictures, please stop by Suite 310. Class composite
selections are due back by Wednesday, April 12. If you do not choose a portrait for the class composite,
Wyckoff Portraits will select one for you!
Interested in. graduation announcements? Jostens will be in the front lobby on Tuesday, April 25. The






Students who will graduate in the spring or summer of 1995 and who borrowed at least one student loan
while attending Chicago-Kent are required by federal regulations to attend an Exit Interview. The Office of
Admissions and Financial Aid will be conducting Exit Interviews April 25-27. Since seats are limited,
students must R.S.V.P. at least three days before the Exit Interview they wish to attend. Interviews will be
conducted at the following times:
Day Time Room
Tuesday, April 25 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. C40
Wednesday, April 26 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 520
Thursday, April 27 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. 520
Thursday, April 27 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 510
Students will need to bring the following items to the Exit Interview:
1. A Pen
2. Their Driver's License
3. The name, address and telephone number of their next of kin
4. The name, address and telephone number of their employer
5. The name, address and telephone numbers of TWO personal references
Student may R.S.V.P. at the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. Topics to be discussed will
include repayment terms, rights and responsibilities, and loan consolidation.
Vacation
Kari Smith, Assistant Director of Admissions and Financial Aid, will be on vacation April 13-18. Questions






1995 Summer and Fall Registration and Unpaid Tuition Balances
April 10, 1995
Registration for Summer, 1995 will begin on April 3, 1995 and registration for the Fall, 1995 semester will
begin on April 17, 1995. Except as set forth below, students will not be permitted to register if there is
any outstanding tuition balance, including the payment due on April 1, 1995.
Please note that the Registration Policy will not be waived in order to allow a student to meet a registration
deadline. Therefore, we urge you to allow yourself sufficient time in which to complete the necessary
paperwork (it usually takes 2-3 days to process Petition requests for approval).
Procedure for Registering with an Outstanding Tuition Balance
A student will be allowed to register with an outstanding tuition balance only if he/she has been approved
to receive one or more of the following loans for the Spring 1995 semester to pay the balance:
1. Stafford Loan
2. Perkins Loan
3. Law Access Loan (LAL) or Law Student Loan (LSL), andlor
4. other institutional loanls (bank, etc.)
Students will not be allowed permission to register for any reason other than those listed above.
Students should complete the Petition to Register with an Unpaid Balance form in order to be considered for
registration with a past balance. Petition forms may be picked up at the REGISTRAR'S OFFICE, Suite 220,
the BURSAR'S OFFICE, Room 290, or from the rack outside of the ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE and CLE
OFFICE, Suite 265. Please submit application forms to the Office of the Assistant Dean of Administration,
Finance and CLE, Suite 265.
The following information must be completed on the Petition form:
1. Bursar's confirmation of the current outstanding tuition balance amount (inserted
and initialed by the Bursar, Gina Regis, on the petition form).
2. Financial Aid's verification of the loan amounts which are forthcoming (inserted and
initialed by Kari Smith or Deb Hill on the petition form).
Legal Writing Teaching Assistants for 1995-96
Applications are now being accepted for Legal Writing Teaching Assistants for the year 1995-96. Only
'students who will be graduating in June, 1996 may apply. Teaching Assistants work closely with the Legal
Writing Professors in teaching legal research, creating assignments and grading student papers. They also
work closely with students in drafting and revising their work. Applicants should have received superior
grades (B+ 'or above) in their Legal Writing courses and have a strong interest in helping other students to
master the skills of legal research and writing. Membership on Law Review or Moot Court is desirable, but
is not a requirement of the job. Teaching Assistants receive two hours of academic credit each semester
wand salary equal to the tuition for two credit hours each semester.
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In order to serve as a Teaching Assistant you must be available to attend a training session which will take
place the week of August 14, prior to the start of Fall semester classes.
Interested students should submit a current resume to Professor Ehrenberg in Room 753 by April 17, and
sign up for an interview (which will take place the week of April 17). Please indicate on your resume the
name of your first-year legal writing professor and the grades you received in the course. The interview will
last approximately 20 minutes and then applicants will be asked to complete a short closed-book quiz on
grammar, punctuation and citation form.
If you have any questions please contact Professor Ehrenberg.
17th Annual Piper Lecture:
The Tensions Between Regulating Workplace Harassment and the First Amendment
This week, Tuesday!!!!I!I!!!!!!!!!!
On Tuesday, April 11, Chicago-Kent will present the 17th Annual KennethM. Piper Lecture The Tensions
Between Regulating Workplace Harassment and the First Amendment in the Richard B. Ogilvie Auditorium
at 11 :30 a.m.
Over the years the courts have interpreted Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and other equal
employment opportunity statutes to impose liability for harassment which creates a hostile work
environment for women, minorities and other members of protected classes. A hostile environment may be
created not only by physical acts and gestures, but also by statements and other communications by
supervisors, co-workers and, in some cases, customers.
The imposition of liability for the consequences of communication implicates the First Amendment's
guarantees of free speech and free exercise of religion.
The Piper Lecture speakers will focus on the potential tensions between the EEO policy of eliminating
harassment from the workplace and the First Amendment. The speakers include:
Nadine Strossen, Professor of Law at New York Law School and National President of the American Civil
Liberties Union. She is the author of a book entitled DEFENDING PORNOGRAPHY: FREE SPEECH, SEX AND THE
FIGHT FOR WOMEN'S RIGHTS. She has been awarded the first "Richard S. Arnold Prize for Distinguished
Scholarship in Freedom of Expression," by the Speech-Communications Association. Professor Strossen
serves on the Boards of Directors for the National Coalition Against Censorship, and the National Coalition
for Public Education and Religious Liberty; and the Advisory Board for Feminists for Free Expression.
Gilbert F. Casellas, Chair of the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Prior to appointment to
the EEOC, Mr. Casellas was appointed by President Clinton to the position of general counsel of the United
States Department of the Air Force. Before entering public service, Mr. Casellaswas a partner at the law
firm of Montgomery, McCracken, Walker & Rhoads in Philadelphia. He has served as chair of the Board of
Governors of the' Philadelphia Bar Association, national president of the Hispanic National Bar Association,
and as special counsel to the Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations.
Linda S. Greene, Professor of Law at the University of Wisconsin Law School, where she teaches
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legal career as a civil rights attorney at the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund in New York. She
has served as counsel to the United States Senate Judiciary Committee, where she specialized in judicial
confirmation, federal courts, constitutional law and civil rights issues. Professor Greene has written on a
wide range of issues including constitutional equality, civil rights laws, presidential and congressional
powers, and sports law. She is currently chair of the Legislation Committee of the U.S. Olympic
Committee. She appears frequently on television and radio as a constitutional law expert and ·political
commentator.
Please plan to attend.
Review Sessions for Professor Sherman's Fall Exams
Any students interested in reviewing their performance on last fall's final examinations in Employee Benefits
Law or Federal Transfer Taxes should consult the sign-up sheet on Professor Sherman's office door (Room
741).
Prof. Steinman's Appellate Courts Course
In the fall, I will be teaching an Appellate Courts course I have not offered before (although a somewhat
similar course occasionally has been taught by others). The course description follows. If you are
interested in litigation, this course would be useful to you.
Course Description: Appellate Courts, Prof. Joan Steinman -- Appellate courts make important case law
decisions and supervise courts below them in the judicial hierarchy. This course will examine the functions
of appeals and appellate courts, and the process of appellate review: appellate jurisdiction, standing to
appeal, timing of review, vehicles for obtaining review, the breadth and depth of review; and appellate
lawmaking. The course also will consider the structure of our appellate courts, and how those courts and
Congress have responded, and may in the future respond, to the threat to function posed by the increasing
volume of appeals. The course will acquaint students with the contemporary role of appellate counsel and
with the U.S. Supreme Court's certiorari policies and practices. Although federal courts will be the main
focus, many of the matters discussed also will be pertinent to state appellate systems. Three credit hours.
Fall 1995 Clinical Course
"Interviewing and Counseling Teaches Real-World Law Skills
Students who have taken part in the Advice Desk clinic at the Daley Civic Center
say it helped them polish their interviewing skills and learn to quickly evaluate a case under
the pressure of a line of waiting clients.
The experience of drafting motions helps students find out how the court system
really works outside of the classroom, said Brian Kalata, who has formed his own general
practice since graduating from· Chicago-Kent. Kalata, who said the first few weeks were
"scary," now says the clinic was one of the best things he did during law school.
"All law students should experience the Advice Desk because it gives you more
hands-on experience," said Kent graduate Audrey Wade, who added that the practice will
serve her well for her plans to become a litigator. "It's a bridge from academia to the real
world."
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The clinic, an outgrowth of a Chicago Bar Association volunteer program, handles
mostly contract and forcible entry and detainer cases. Working at the clinic, an elective
course, is coupled with an interviewing and counseling class."
Excerpted from February 12, 1993
CHICAGO DAILY LAW BULLETIN article
International Law Moot Court Honor Society
All students interested in joining the International Law Moot Court Honor Society should attend one of the
IMPORTANT informational meetings being held on Thursday, April 13. The meeting for day students will be
"at 11 :45 in Room 210; the meeting for evening students or those day students unable to attend the
morning meeting will be at 5:00 in Room 170.
It is important that you attend if you are even considering this program since we will be outlining
registration and try-out procedures that will be taking effect immediately. We will also discuss the
integration of the Society into the Legal Writing and International Certificate programs. You will still have
ample time to adjust your schedules (if need be) for Registration on the 17th.
We have spent a great deal of time and have worked very closely with the international law professors to
put this program together. The faculty and adrnlnistratior. "ave fully supported this addition to the Chicago-
Kent curriculum. Do not miss out on this unprecedented opportunity to become part of a
championship-caliber moot court program and develop your interest in international law!
Questions in the meantime? Email MSPANGLE.SKHAN.BGILL. or JLABKON. If you absolutely cannot
make either meeting, please let one of us know.
Professor Grinker's Advisees
Professor Grinker will meet with his advisees to discuss class registration on Tuesday, April 11, at 5:00
p.m. in Room 844.
Meeting for Prof. Richardson's Advisees
Professor Michele Richardson would like you to attend a meeting regarding fall registration on April 12 from
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. in Room 744.
To Prof. Brody's First-year Advisees:
Don't forget that we will get together on Wednesday, April 12, at 3:00 p.m., in Room 844 to discuss your
course selection for your remaining semesters. For those of you who have Hughes arguments at that time,
or who wish an individual conference, I am available inperson, by phone, or bvernall. However, I urge all
of you who can to attend, so that you can benefit from each others' questions; you are, of course, always




Saul Lefkowtiz Team Takes Second Place in National Competition
April 10, 1995
The Trademark Moot Court Team of Amanda Howland and Ian Warren finished 2nd place in the national
competition, for combined brief and oral scores. The Chicago-Kent team outscored Emory and University of
Colorado in oral arguments to advance to the finals against Georgetown. Chicago-Kent won the oral
argument against Georgetown, but lost by 2 points in the brief competition.
The team was coached by 3L Michael Sanders. Adjunct professor Malia Pollik was the faculty advisor.
Sneak Preview of Lederman PBS Documentary
Leon Lederman, Nobel laureate and Illinois Institute of Technology freshman physics professor, will present
a sneak preview of his PBS documentary special scheduled to air April 28 (WTTW, 9 p.m.). In his segment,
Why Bother (part of the PBS science and humanity series The Nobel Legacy), Prof. Lederman ponders the
possibility of ultimate knowledge about the universe. Watch clips from Lederman's show and join him in a
debate on where physics and humanity crash. We promise his "top ten" are better than that other guy's.
Friday, April 21, 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., Hermann Hall, liT Main Campus, Ballroom at 33rd and Federal
Streets. RSVP (312) 567-3104.
liT Trustee Lecture: NASA's Technology Priorities for the 21st Century
On April 19,a8 part of the liT Trustee Lecture Series, Daniel S. Goldin, Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), will share his vision for NASA as it heads into the next
millennium. The lecture is at 10:30 a.m. at Hermann Hall Auditorium on liT's Main Campus, 3241 S.
Federal Street, Chicago.
Goldin has served as Administrator of NASA since April 1992~ He has overseen the redesign of the
proposed international space station and brought the Russians into the program as a full partner. In
February, the space shuttle Discovery and the Russian space station Mir joined in a maneuver, the first
American-Russian ·meeting in space since 1975.
Current efforts to develop a truly revolutionary reusable launch vehicle and shoebox-sized, highly
autonomous science spacecraft are examples of low-cost, high-ambition programs at NASA. In revitalizing
NASA's aeronautics program, Goldin has forged new partnerships with the American aviation industry.
Before coming to NASA, Goldin was vice president and general manager of the TRW Space & Technology
Group in Redondo Beach, CA. During his 25 years at TRW, he successfully managed the development of
more than a dozen spacecraft and associated advanced technologies and space science instruments.
In 1993, Goldin received the John F. Kennedy Astronautics Award from the Astronautical Society and the
Space Pioneer Award from the National Space Society.
Law Offices -- Fall Registration for In-house Programs -- Due April 13
FALL 1995 APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN ROOM 600. THEY ARE DUE NO LATER THAN
THURSDAY, APRIL 13: Students who would like to learn how to practice law while they are in law school
should apply for the in-house clinical education program, LAW OFFICES. Applications are now available for
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the fall. The fall applications are due no later than April 13. For more information, please see the notice
attached to the back of this Record.
From Professor Vivien Gross, Director of SOS (Serving Our Society)
For those of you interested either in volunteering or learning more about public interest opportunities, please
stop by the SOS office in Room 686 and speak with one of our counselors, Juli Gumina (3L) or Sharon
Doherty (2L) or call 906-5089 to set up an appointment. There is a wide range of placements available!





10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 4:00p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Appointments for night students are available. Either call us at 906-5089 or email SDOHERTY or
JGUMINA.
FACULTV NEWS
On March 23, 1995, Professor Fred Abbott delivered a lecture titled The Second Phase of North American
Integration: Looking Forward in a Period of Crisis, at the University of California at Berkeley School of Law,
as one of their Graduate Legal Studies Lectures in International and Comparative Law.
Prof. Philip Hablutzel gave a speech before the Corporate Law Departments Committee of the Chicago Bar
Association on Thursday, April 6, 1995. The speech commemorated the tenth anniversary of the decision
of the Delaware Supreme Court in Smith v, Van Gorkom, handed down on March 16, 1985.
Prof. James Lindgren and Prof. Anita Bernstein presented papers at a conference called The Intersection
Between Crime and Tort, held on Saturday, April 1 at Boston University School of Law. Prof. Lindgren's
paper, Why the Ancients May Not Have Needed a Criminal Law, examined sanctions used by ancient
societies that imperfectly resemble contemporary crimes and torts. Prof. Bernstein's paper, Better Living
Through Crime
and Tort, described the way social movements use criminal law and tort law to effect widespread societal
change. The papers will be published in the B.U. LAW REVIEW in November.
Prof. Martin Malin spoke on Friday, April 7 at a conference on "Current Critical Issues in Labor and
Employment. Law" sponsored by St. Louis University Law School's Center for Employment Law and the Bar
Association of Metropolitan St. Louis. His topic was, Arbitrating Statutory Employment Claims in the
Aftermath of Gilmer. He also spoke onthe same subject on Saturday, April 8 to the annual meeting of
Region 11 of the National Academy of Arbitrators in Milwaukee.
Prof. Mickie Voges spoke at Rosary College on March 31, 1995, to students interested in careers in legal
information. Prof. Voges' theme was the requirements for survival in the legal information business and the
skills necessary to do well. Prof. Voges predicted the directions that the legal information industry will
follow as the technologies continue to develop. This was part of their Career Day program.
12
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Professor Richard Wright presented an invited talk on Causation, Responsibility and Common Sense on April
9th at the annual meeting of the Irish Philosophical Society in Cork, Ireland.
CAREER SERVICES NEWS
1ls: Have You Met With a Career Strategist?
If you haven't met with a career strategist yet to discuss your career plans and job search questions, now
is the time! Stop by or call Gwen Johnson, our receptionist, to schedule an appointment soon! The phone
number is 906-5200.
Jobathon Continues!
The second week of the Student Careers Committee's Jobathon begins Monday, April 10th. We are
seeking students to spend a few hours in the Career Services Office calling legal employers to inquire about
summer and part-time law clerk and full-time attorney positions. Last spring, 56 previously unknown job
openings were discovered during the Jobathon! During the first week of this year's jobathon, callers found
26 previously unknown openings!
Benefits for volunteers: (1) learning how to speak to employers without getting tongue-tied; (2) having
access to the new postings before the rest of the student body--Iast year several callers found summer jobs
this way! (3) free juice and sodas.
We provide the training, scripts, phones and office space! Callers are needed April 10th through 13th for
9:30 a.m. through 11 :00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. through 5:00 p.m. time slots. Sign up in the Career Services
Office to participate!
Post-Graduate International Internship Informational Interviews
A representative from the Center for International Legal Studies will be here on Monday, April 17th
beginning at 2:00 p.m. to meet with students interested in pursuing an international internship after
graduation. We urge students to review the information about the internships in the grey files before
signing up to meet with the representative. Interested .students should sign up for a twenty-minute slot in
the Program Sign Up book at the reception desk.
Job Opportunities:
3Ls, 4Ls: MassMutual to Interview On-Campus
The Schiefelbein Agency of MassMutual is seeking a 1995 graduating student or recent graduate to join the
agency in a sales capacity. The individual will work with the legal community. Interviews will be held on
Thursday, April 27th at the law school. Additional information about the agency and position is available in
the grey files in Career Services.
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Students interested in interviewing should submit a resume to Career Services by Thursday, April 13th.
Please also submit a list of times during which you are unavailable to interview on the 27th. Students
selected for interviews will be contacted by April 24th.
Upcoming Programs:
Becoming a Law Librarian
On Monday, April 17th at 5:00 p.m., Chicago-Kent's law librarian and J.D. Gretchen Van Dam will lead an
informal discussion about law librarianship as a career choice. She'll discuss what law librarians do, the
settings in which they work, and how to find a job in the field. The room number will be announced in next
week's Record and on the bulletin board outside the Career Services Office. Sign up in Career Services to
attend!
Alternative Career Planning Series Reminder
The evening sessions for the Alternative Career Planning Series will be on Tuesday, April 11th and
Tuesday, April 18th at 5:00 p.m. in room 580. If you did not pre-register and are interested in attending,
contact Sherry Waldrep (SWALDREP).
Handouts Concerning Special Opportunities:
Environmental Internships for Students of Color
\
Through the Environmental Careers Organization's Diversity Initiative, students of color including those in )
graduate programs can gain experience in the environmental field during paid internships. Opportunities are
available in corporations, consulting firms, government agencies, nonprofits, and community organizations.
Applications for summer internships should be submitted immediately. Pick up Handout #86 for more
details.
Mexican-American Lawyers' Summer Public Interest Fellowship
The Mexican-American Lawyers' Scholarship Fund (MALSF) is awarding paid fellowships to students of
Latino ancestry attending Chicago-area law schools interested in working with public interest or community
legal organizations.
MALSF will coordinate the choice of employer; however, applicants are encouraged to contact potential
employers and mention the availability of a preferred employer in the application.
Pick up Handout #87 for more information and the application forms. Applications are due no later than
April 20, 1995.
2Ls, 1Ls: Summer Law Clerk Positions with U.S. Dep't of Interior in MN
The Department of the Interior, Office of the Field Solicitor in Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota is seeking
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The Department of the Interior is the country's principal natural resources conservation and management
agency and handles Indian Affairs, among other issues. .
Additional information is available on Handout #89. We encourage you to apply soon!
Pro Bono Advocates/Legal Advocacy for Women Seeks Student Interns
Pro Bono Advocates/Legal Advocacy for Women provides legal services to low-income Cook County
residents who need assistance as a result of domestic violence. Student interns work with staff attorneys
to provide emergency and comprehensive legal services. See Handout #90 for information about
volunteering.
3Ls, 4Ls: MacArthur Justice Center Fellowship in Criminal Justice
The MacArthur Justice Center will select a recent law school graduate to work in public interest litigation
concerning the administration of criminal justice. The fellowship runs for one year, beginning September 1,
1995. Applicants should have strong analytical and writing skills and a commitment topublic interest as a
career. Applications are due on May 15th. Pick up Handout #91 for further information.
Congressional Black Caucus Fellows Program in Washington, D.C.
The Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) annually sponsors a fellowship program in Washington, D.C. from
September through May. The CBC places Fellows with congressional committees and subcommittees for
which Fellows coordinate hearings, draft legislation, and write position papers. Fellows also participate in a
lecture series, receive an extensive orientation to Capitol Hill, attend seminars, and explore career
opportunities with a mentor.
Applicants must be full-time law students or professionals with five or more years of experience pursuing
part-time legal educations and must have a demonstrated understanding of, and commitment to, the
process of Black political empowerment. Applications are due April 30th: see Handout #92 for full
information and a copy of the application.
CHECK IT OUT ... NEWS FROM THE LAW LIBRARY
Library Homepage
The Chicago-Kent Legal Information Center is pleased to announce public access to its homepage at ...
http://www.kentlaw.edu/lir
By linking to this Internet site, attorneys, law students, graduate students and librarians can access
information about:
-the Legal Information Center
-the Library of International Relations
-LOIS (the Library's imaging system)
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-Reference and Research Services
-ExMentis (copyright tracking software)
-Subscriber services
-Document Delivery




You've heard about becoming a Commando Legal Researcher? Now join the ranks of Cyber Legal
Researchers! On Tuesday, April 18, the Reference and Legal Research and Writing Departments join forces
to present an Internet program in celebration of "National Legal Research Teach-In Week." Professors Molly
Lien and Gretchen Van Dam will be coordinating the seminar which will introduce you to using the Internet
for legal research materials. Watch for an announcement in next week's Record for time and location.
This Week's Tutorial
When you are researching the .Iaw of another country and decide that you would like to know. more about
that country--its economy, its people, current happenings--you can find it in the Chicago-Kent Law Library.
Come to this week" s tutorial on Finding Country Information to learn where all of this information, in both
manual and online sources, can be found.
The schedule for this week's tutorials given by members of the library's reference staff is posted on the
library bulletin board. You don't have to sign up; just show up by the reference area. The sessions last
about 20 minutes each.
If you want to suggest any tutorial topics or a change in times, please email Lenore Glanz at LGLANZ. We
will be happy to hear from you.
Foreign Country Information on the Internet
In conjunction with the tutorial being offered this week, we would also like to encourage students to find
foreign country information on the Internet. Using the WWW browsers available through the KENTNET
menu (Lynx, Netscape, Cello) students can go to the following addresses in order to locate reports and
other information about foreign countries. If ,there are any questions about accessing or using these sites,
please feel free to ask the Reference Staff.
CIA WORLD FACTBOOK 1994
Country maps, government, statistical and cultural information about most locations in the world.
http://www.ic.gov
FOREIGN COUNTRY INFORMATION





NATIONAL TRADE DATA BANK
Financial, Trade, and Governmental information about foreign countries.
gopher://sunny.stat-usa.gov:70/11 /STAT-USA/NTDB
WORLD BANK ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SHEETS
http://ftp.worldbank.org
<choose> "public information center"
<choose> "environmental data sheets"
Countdown to Tax Deadline
April 10, 1995
With only a week left to go before this year's income tax deadline, remember federal tax forms are available
on LOIS. To access this database, use "STUDENT" as the login 10 and "STUDENT" as the password. You
can print your forms to the Document Center. If you need help using LOIS, ask the Reference Librarians.
Library Service Desk
The command center for the library is the Library Service Desk at the Ninth Floor entrance. Services
available from library assistants, who usually sit closest to the door, include making your study room
reservations, checking to se~ if your desired book is checked out, locating faculty reserve materials for you,
and telling you where specific materials are located in the library.
At the other end of the Library Service Desk is the Reference Desk area. The reference librarians can help
you with research questions, assist you in structuring a LEXIS or Westlaw search, show you how to get on
the Internet, help you with LOIS, walk you through your first attempt at researching legislative history and
suggest alternative sources if you can't find the one you want.
Stop by to say hello or introduce yourself.
New on Lsxrs and WestLaw
Lexis has a new command. If you find a case you like, you can use .more to retrieve more cases. There is
also a new library, MEXICO, which includes legislative and judicial developments in Spanish and news and
business information in English. WestLaw has new databases based on documents now filed electronically
with the SEC. These are EDGAR and COMPANY and are sources of company information.
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NEWS FROM THE CENTER FOR LAW AND COMPUTERS
Virus Alert
April 10, 1995
Do you have a VIRUS on your disk? The Center for Law and Computers has installed a special computer in
the front of .Lab 700 that can remove most viruses from your disks. Put the infected disk in the drive and
press any key; then follow the instructions on the menu. After you have cleaned your disk, turn off the
workstation that reported the virus; turn it back on and check your disk. If it still has a virus after you
have done all this, email HELPDESK. Kentnet computers lock out disks that are infected with a virus.
With your help, we can make computer viruses-a distant memory here at Chicago-Kent.
Back Up Your Work
Remember to back up your work often. Your floppy disks are subjected to a lot of stress, and they can go
bad over time. We strongly recommend that you always use two disks for your work and other important
documents. You should save copies of the same files on both disks. That way, if one disk gets a virus or
goes bad, you won't have lost all your work. To save a file on a backup disk, save the file on your primary
disk, swap disks in the drive and save it again using the same file name. Besides printing out your work,
this is the only way you can be reasonably certain that your data will be there when you need it.
And More Thank You's
Chicago-Kent students, Sharice Green and September Wynne, were also invaluable in contributing to the
success of TECHSHOW95 held at the Sheraton Hotel and Tower over Spring Break. All of the participating
Chicago-Kent students helped make TECHSHOW95 the best ever: over 1, 100 lawyers and firm MIS staff
were in attendance. The success of this conference is due, in large part, to the enthusiasm and
graciousness of the Chicago-Kent students.
WestLaw Summer Associate Training!!
Sign up in the Career Services office for a one hour Westlaw refresher before you begin your summer
associate position this year. The training sessions will take place in lab 760 from April 10-14 with one of
your Westlaw student reps. This is a great opportunity to sharpen your research skills and learn new
efficiency techniques that will help you excel as a summer associate in a law firm.
WestLaw Representatives
Your WestLaw reps are Brian Gill (BGILL), Cynthia Tackett (CTACKETT), Tim Engling (TENGLING), and
Shalla Hyderi (SHYDERI). They will be in the computer lab (Room 700) in the library or right outside the
room at one of the tables during the following hours. You may also contact them via email for assistance
in using WESTLAW.
Monday 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
11 :45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
12:45 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
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Tuesday 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Tim
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Cynthia
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Brian
Wednesday 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Shalla
11 :45 a.m. - 1:15 p.rn, Cynthia
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Shalla
Thursday 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.rn. Tim
10:30 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m. Cynthia
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Cynthia
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Brian
Friday 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Tim
LEXIS/NEXIS Student Representatives
The LEXIS/NEXIS student reps are Kevin Csink (KCSINK) and Kirsten Albrecht (KALBRECH). The reps can be







9:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:45 a.m. - 11 :45 a.m.
3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.










Real Estate Educational Foundation Scholarships
The Illinois Real Estate Educational Foundation is a not-for-profit organization established to aid and
promote the-work of real estate education throughout Illinois. The Foundation is supported by voluntary
contributions from organizations and individuals who recognize the importance of furthering academic
experience and training in the real estate industry in Illinois. Scholarship awards have become a prominent
activity of the Foundation. Many 'students in real estate-related curricula at colleges and universities have
benefited from the Foundation's scholarship grants.
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The selection of scholarship recipients will be determined by the Foundation, taking into consideration the
following criteria:
1. The applicant's indication of interest in pursuing a career in real estate or an allied field (i.e.,
construction, land use planning, mortgage banking, property management, real estate
appraising, real estate assessing, real estate brokerage, real estate development, real estate
investment counseling, real estate law, real estate syndication);
2. The applicant's record of scholastic achievement, including academic grade point average;
3. The applicant's economic need or situation;
4. The applicant's references and recommendations by instructors, employers, realtors and
other prominent individuals.
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship should pick up the rather lengthy application form in
the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. The scholarship application process includes the
scholarship application form, a letter of application, a record of military service (if any), a description of the
proposed program of study, a typed statement from the real estate instructor recommending you as an
applicant, an official law school transcript and two letters of recommendation.
All materials must be received by May 1, 1995, and should be mailed to The Real Estate Educational
Foundation, P.O. Box 19451, Springfield, IL 62794-9451, (217)529-2600.
Haneman-Perskie Memorial Foundation Scholarship
The Haneman-Perskie Memorial Foundation is a non-profit corporation created for the purpose of awarding
scholarships and is administered by a Board of Trustees comprised of the officers of the Atlantic County Bar
Association. The number of scholarships awarded annually shall be in the discretion of the Board of
Trustees.
The criteria for the scholarship are:
1. All applicants must be a resident of Atlantic County (New Jersey) for one year prior to
application.
2. All applicants must demonstrate academic ability, financial need, leadership potential and
character.
Each scholarship award will be paid directly to the law school in the name of the recipient and will be
automatically applied toward the 1995-96 academic year tuition.
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship should pick up the rather lengthy application form in
the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. Applications must be received by Monday, May 1,
1995, and should be sent to: Haneman-Perski Scholarship Foundation, c/o Atlantic County Bar




Latin American Bar Foundation Scholarships
April 10, 1995
The Latin American Bar Foundation seeks applicants for scholarships to be awarded to needy and qualified
Hispanic law students. All applicants must meet the following criteria:
1. Must be a United States citizen or resident alien
2. Must be currently enrolled in the College of Law and in good standing
3. Must not be related to any officer or director of the Latin American Bar Foundation
4. Should demonstrate financial need, scholastic aptitude and community service
5. Preference may be given to applicants of Hispanic ancestry
6. Must attend a personal interview
7. Must submit, along with the application, a personal essay, all LSAT scores and law
school grad~s
Students wishing to be considered for these scholarships should pick up the rather lengthy application form
in the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. Please note that the scholarship application,
personal essay, LSAT scores and law school grades must be fully completed and received by the Latin
American Bar Foundation Scholarship Committee on or before May 12, 1995.
Cabaniss, Johnston Scholarship
To commemorate its 100th anniversary in 1987, the firm of Cabaniss, Johnston, Gardner, Dumas and
O'Neal of Birmingham and Mobile, Alabama, created with the Alabama Law Foundation, Inc. a scholarship
in memory of its founding partners, Edward Harmon Cabaniss and Forney Johnston. The first scholarship
was awarded in 1987.
All applicants must meet the following criteria:
1) Must be a resident of Alabama
2) Must be entering the second year of law school during the Fall 1995-96 academic year
The scholarship will cover tuition and books for the second year of law school to a maximum of $5,000. A
second place scholarship of $1,000 will be awarded at the committee's discretion. While academic
achievement is the key factor in determining eligibility for the scholarship, consideration will be given to
other factors such as conscientiousness, dependability, civic involvement, financial need and dedication to
the highest ethical standards.
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship should pick up the rather lengthy application form in
the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. All materials must be sent as one complete package
and .must be received no later than June 16, 1995. Mail the total package to Cabaniss, Johnston
Scholarship Committee, Alabama Law Foundation, Inc., P.O. Box 671, Montgomery, Alabama 36101, (205)
269-1515.
WRITING CONTESTS
The Food and Drug Law Institute has announced the 1994-1995 Vincent A. Kleinfeld Scholarship Awards.
The award encourages law students to take an interest in the areas that affect food, drugs, cosmetics,
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medical devices and biochemistry. Three $5,000 scholarships will be awarded to degree candidates who
are in good standing and will receive either a J.D. or an LL.M. during 1996. The deadline is April 19, 1995.
The International Association of Defense Council has announced its 1995 Legal Writing Contest. The
contest is open to all J.D. candidates who submit an article of practical concern to lawyers engages in the
management and defense of civil litigation. The winning entry will receive $2,000, $1,000 for second and
$500 for third. Commemorative plaques will be given to the authors of prize-winning articles and those
awarded honorable mentions along with their articles being published in DEFENSE COUNSEL JOURNAL. All
entries must be postmarked on or before April 21, 1995.
The law firm, Sudekum, Rosenbert & Cassidy, Chtd., is announcing its writing competition. The article
must be on any topic relevant to the defense of suspicious and fraudulent insurance claims. The prize is a
$5,000 scholarship. The deadline is May 1, 1995.
The Nations! Association of College and University Attorneys has announced the National Legal Writing
Competition on a topic relating to legal issues in the corporate practice of law on behalf of colleges and
universities. The best article receives the Donald L. Reidhaar Prize of $1,000 and Submission for
publication in THE JOURNAL OF COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LAW. The deadline is May 12, 1995.
The Illinois Trial Lawyers Association (lTLA) has established the James J. Dudley scholarship. This
scholarship will be awarded to a second year student who has completed torts and submits the winning
essay in support of the right to trial by jury in civil cases. The award is $3,000. The deadline is May 15,
1995.
The Food and Drug Law Institute has announced the 1994-1995 H. Thomas Austern Memorial Writing
Competition. This award encourages law students to take an interest in the areas that affect food, drugs,
cosmetics, medical devices and biochemistry. The prize for first place is $3,000. The deadline is May 18,
1995.
The American Bar Association Section of Natural Resources, Energy, and Environmental Law have
announced the 1995 Sonreel Student Writing Competition. Entries should address the topic of natural
resources, energy or environmental law. First prize is $1,000 and second prize is $500. The deadline is
May 31, 1995.
The American Bar Association Standing Committee on World Order Under Law is sponsoring the 1995
Bruno Bitker Essay Contest. Entries must examine the record of the United Nations bother internally and
world-wide in regards to its responsibility topromote and protect the rights of women. First prize is $1000
and second prize is $500. The deadline is May 31, 1995.
The Federal Circuit Bar Association is sponsoring the 1995 George Hutchinson Writing Competition. Entries
may examine any topic within the procedure, substance, or scope of the jurisdiction of the Federal Circuit
Court of Appeals. The best entry receives an award of $1 ,000. The deadline is June 1, 1995.
The Notre Dame Law School is sponsoring its second annual Feminist Jurisprudence Writing Competition.
The author of the best original, unpublished work concerning any issue within the category of feminist
jurisprudence will receive $1,000. The deadline is June 1, 1995.
The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) has announced the 57th Annual
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$200 will be awarded to students at each participating school. National awards ranging from $500 to
$3,000 will be awarded to first through fifth place participants. The deadline is June 15, 1995.
The American Intellectual Property Law Association announced the Robert C. Watson Award for 1995. The
author of the best article on a subject relating to the protection of intellectual property written or published
between August 1,1994 and July 31,1995 will receive $2,000. The deadline is July 31,1995.
For more information, stop by the Office of the Associate Dean, Room 320.
FROM SBA PRESIDENT TOM STOVALL
The Convisor Bash will be this WEDNESDAY, April 12, from 6:00 p.m. to 11 :00 p.m. at the Jackson Street
OTB Parlor near the Corner of Franklin and Jackson.
BARRISTERS' BASH TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE IN THE BOOK STORE. The Barristers' Bash will be on
Friday, April 21,1995 at THE FIELD MUSEUM (Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore Drive) from 8:00 p.m. to
Midnight. The entire museum will be available for viewing. Guided tours of the Dinosaur, African and
Egyptian exhibits will be given every half hour between 8:30 and 11 :00. There will bean open bar foraH
four hours and a D.J. It is an after dinner event. There will be assorted finger pastries and other desserts
plus international and domestic cheeses, and an international coffee and cappuccino bar. Proper Dress is
semi-formal (black-tie optional). No date required (for those among you who are shy) ..The cost of a ticket
will be $30.00 in advance or $60.00 at the door. You can pay by cash, check, or charge. Tickets will be
available at the book store until Thursday, April 20, 1995 at 5:30 p.m. Get your tickets early!








Blood Drive 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Room 580
Free Popcorn in Spak all day
History of Chicago-Kent
4:30 to 6:00 p.m. Auditorium
Faculty Jeopardy
James B. Burns,
U.S. Attorney for the Northern Dist. of Illinois
The Barristers' Bash
The SSA Board of Governors elections will be' held on Monday and Tuesday, April 17 and 18. Campaigning
begins Monday, April 3rd. Extra copies of the Spring Election Rules will be available outside the 'offices of
the SSA. The SBA Constitution and Bylaws are on KENTNET. Questions regarding election rules, or
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reports of suspected violations, should be addressed to the Chairperson of the Election Committee, Mark
Gussin (MGUSSIN).
Nominees for Teacher of the Year are: Prof. Martin Malin, Prof. Richard Gonzalez, and Prof. Mary Rose
Strubbe. Nominees for Staff Member of the Year are: Dawn Rupcich, Stephanie Chu, and Matt Alex.
Student representative candidate statements will be available in the Spakateria and Fifth Floor Student
Lounge beginning Monday, April 10.
The following candidates will appear on the ballot for the positions indicated:
(NOTE: Sarah E. Rewerts was incorrectly listed as a candidate for Third-Year Day Representative in the last
Record. She is actually a candidate for Second-Year Day Representative.
Second-Year Day Division Representative (4 seats open): Emelou Calingo, John Curnyn, Robert Ghoorah,
Lisette C. Mojica, Sarah E. Rewerts;
Second-Year Evening Division Representative (2 seats open): Bruce Bernstein, Maria DiStravolo Elliot,
Jeanette Sanniola;
Third-Year Day R~presentative (4 seats open): John Heil, Julie Kroll, Rick Saines, Lisa Severtis, Jeffrey K.
Stahlhut, Camille D. Stepney;
Third-Year Evening Representative (2. seats open): Theodore Sullivan;
Fourth-Year Evening Representative (2 seats open): None;
Illinois State Bar Association Representative (1 seat open): Babak Kusha, Brian A. Rosenblatt;
Chicago Bar Association Representative (1 seat open): Rita Filiaggi, Jemima (Jemi) Sager-Gillen;
American Bar Association Day Representative (1 seat open): Randa A. Ismail;
American Bar Association Evening Representative (1 seat open): None.
President: Ken Artz, Todd Bresney, Brady J. Fulton, Amanda Howland;
Vice-President, Day Division: Charles M. Biggam III, Cholley Kuhaneck, KarenM. Lynch;
Vice-President, Evening Division: Guy DeMaertelaere, George Petrovich;
Treasurer: Monica Gurgiolo, Ambrogina Sinibaldi, Jennifer Spooner, Peter Zarov;
Secretary: Joanna Horsnail, Lisa T. Yee.









SPEA-KER! PIZZA! Today, April 10, State Representative Tom Dart will be speaking in Room 170 at 12:45.
All are welcome. He will be discussing current topics in the General Assembly, the Democratic Party, and
will be open to questions.
Commentator
The Commentator cancelled its plan to publish an extra issue this semester, after the student government
survey failed to receive an adequate number of responses. We will publish one more (large?) issue of the
paper in late April or early May. Email KPICHER if you wish to contribute.
Anyone who is interested in editing the Commentator next year should speak to or email Keith Picher this
week.
Dean's Advisory Council
The last Dean's Advisory Council meeting of the semeseter will be:





EARTH DAY FESTIVITIES! On Wednesday, April 12th, Chicago-Kent will celebrate the 25th Anniversary of
Earth Day! We'll have:
* Several earth-friendly vendors in the lobby all day to discuss their companies and products.
* A recycling sack of shame filled with recyclables pulled that day from the regular garbage cans.
Please don't contribute to this one!
One-day-only orders for Environmental T-shirts so you can get them before school is out.
ELS mugs at a special discount price. BUY ONE and then
Take it to theConviser bash and cap the day off with free beer!
ELS summer fellowship applications are now' available outside of Room C-74. They are due Monday, April
17. You must secure a volunteer, public interest position in order to apply, so start looklnqll! Preference
will be given to dues-paying members of ELS and those who have contributed to ELS fundraising.
Contributions to KJF will also be taken into consideration.
Evening Law Student Society
The Evening Law Student Society will host Illinois Supreme Court Justice Mary Ann G. McMorrow on April
10, 1995 in the Auditorium at 5:00 p.m, A reception will follow in the front lobby. She will speak about
women in.politics, and ·her work as a Supreme Court justice. One of her notable recent contributions was
the 30-page dissent she wrote in the Baby Richard case.
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Illinois State Bar Association
April 10, 1995
Thanks to everyone who attended "Helpful Hints on the Bar Exam" last week. It was a great success and
we hope you found it useful. If you should have any comments or questions on the program, please let any
of your representatives know.
Anyone interested in becoming an ISBA member can contact anyone 'of the representatives for information.
For a small membership fee, you can reap the benefits of ISBA membership which include discounts to
ISBA programs, free subscriptions to the ISBA Banner, a law student publication, along with the Young
Lawyers Division newsletter and to four of the basic ISBA practice publications. Membership also provides
numerous opportunities to improve your job outlook through networking and programs to aid in gaining
successful employment after graduation.
Jewish Law Students Association/Decalogue
The annual UJA-JUF Lawyer-Law Student Reception will be held on Wednesday, April 12th at 5:30 p.m.
There will be cocktails and hors d'oeuvres, a brief speech by Mark E. Talisman, president of the Project
Judaica Foundation, 'and some remarks by the head of Kirkland & Ellis, Jack S. Levin. (The event is free,
and there will be no solicitation of funds.)
RSVP requested. If you have not yet received an invitation, please contact Mark Gussin (MGUSSIN).
Elections for the Executive Board of the Jewish Law Students Ass'n/Decalogue Society will take place on
Wednesday, April 12 at 3:00 p.m., Room 270. Positions available are: President; Vice-President; "\\
Treasurer; Secretary; Chair of the Speakers Committee; Chair of the Holidays Committee and J
Representative to the Dean's Advisory Council. For more information email MGUSSIN.
The Jon Simmons Memorial Fellowship Committee
As most of you know, Jon Simmons '94, was murdered last October. In addition to being a respected and
well-liked member of the law school community, Jon was also committed to public service and believed the
law could be a positive force of change in society. In memory of Jon, GayLaw and KJF have joined forces
to establish a summer public interest fellowship in his name. This new fellowship will be awarded annually
in Jon's name to a Chicago-Kent student who spends the summer working in the public interest law field.
In an effort to raise funds for this new fellowship, we will be selling ANN SATHER'S CINNAMON ROLLS in
the Spak every Monday until the end of the semester. Stop by and enjoy these famous cinnamon rolls for
only a dollar and help us out in our effort to establish this new fellowship.
Anyone interested in helping the Fellowship Committee in our fundraising efforts, or interested in making a
tax-deductible donation to the fund should contact JWIBBELS, KOBRIEN or STROESTER.
Justinian Society
ELECTIONS!'!
The following positions are available for the 1995-96 school year, beginning in May, 1995:







- Public Relations Chairperson
- Dean's Advisory Council Representative
You. can find descriptions of all positions outside C76, or speak with a current officer.
April 10, 1995
If you are interested in running or would like to nominate someone for any of the positions, or have any
questions regarding the election, please email CMUNGAI.
The last day nominations will be taken is Monday, April 17 (by 6:00 p.m.). Elections will take place on
Wednesday, April 19 and Thursday, April 20. Watch your email for the time and place.
KATLA
Be checking upcoming issues of The Record and your email for future KATLA notes. We are hoping to have
another speaker event for this semester and we will also be having elections for next years officers. If you
are interested in running for any of the positions (President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, or
Parliamentarian) or want to nominate someone, email their names to MREYNOL2.
Kent Justice Foundation
KJF would like to thank everyone who participated in the 1995 SPRING KICK OFF AUCTION. It was a
huge success!!!! We were able to make over $14,000. We would also like to thank the students and
faculty who supported us this year; we could not have done it without you. For those of you who are
interested in fellowships, watch this space for information on how to apply.
Labor and Employment Law Club
Elections for 1995-96. We will have a general meeting and elect officers for 1995-96 during the week of
April 17. The meeting time and location will be announced next week. If you have any questions, please
email Jeff Burke, JBURKE2; Colleen Cullen, CCULLEN; or Lee Ferron; LFERRON.
Students United for the Public Interest (UPI)
Elections will be held Tuesday April 18th at 11 :45 a.m., room T.B.A. Please attend and help vote in next
years leaders.
Women In Law
W.I.L. would like to encourage you to join the Women's Bar Assoc. Applications can be obtained from the
WIL bulletin board on the Concourse level.
GET INVOLVED IN W.I.L.!!! Help WIL organize Chicago-Kent's "Bring Our Daughters to Work Day". Please
email TPetruso to express your interest.
Piper Lecture
Tuesday, April 11, 11 :30 a.rn., Auditorium. The topic of this year's Kenneth M. Piper Lecture is, The
Tensions Between Regulating Workplace Harassment and the First Amendment. The panel presenting this
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issue includes Prof. Linda S. Greene of the University of Wisconsin Law School, Nadine Strossen, Professor
of Law at New York Law School and National President of the ACLU, and Gilbert F. Casellas, EEOC Chair.
This will be a fabulous lecture. Don't miss it!
Mark your calendars!!!
Evening Law Students Society and Women In Law are hosting IL Supreme Court Justice Mary Ann
McMorrow. Justice McMorrow will be discussing her experiences as an IL Supreme Court Justice and her
views on women in politics. Recently, Justice McMorrow wrote the 30-page dissent in the Baby Richard
case. Justice McMorrow will be in the Auditorium, April 10 at 5:00 p.m. A reception will follow. All are
welcome to attend!
INTRODUCING.•.
the sweatshirt Chicago-Kent students can not do without!!!
WIL is offering our version of the perfect "Chicago-Kent College of Law" sweatshirt. Watch for our sample
shirts during the election!!! You can order these sweatshirts during the next few weeks. The cost is a
mere $28 (L, XL) or $30 (XXL). ACT QUICKLY ... supplies are limited.
Party at Excalibur
Chicago Metropolitan Battered Women's Network has cordially invite all WIL members to attend its April
19th gathering at Excalibur. For the small sum of $2, you will receive 2 drinks and a buffet dinner, as well
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Chicago-Kent College ofLaw
Intellectual Property Law Society presents
its
Annual Speakers' Forum on
Careers in Copyright,
Trademark & Computer Law
Guest Speakers:
Debra L. Quentel, Copyrights
Floyd Mandell, Trademarks
Barry D. Weiss, Computers
Thursday, April 27, 1995
4:00- - 6:00 p.m,
Chicago-Kent College of Law, Room 570
Drinks and refreshments will be served.
All students interested in careers relating to nontechnical
l_)ntellectual property are invited to attend.
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LAW OFFICES
FALL REGISTRATION FOR IN-HOUSE PROGRAMS
FALL 1995 APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN ROOM 600
DUE NO LATER THAN THURSDAY, APRIL 13
Students who would like to learn how to practice law while they are
in law school should apply for the in-house clinical education program,
LAW OFFICES. Applications are now available for the fall. The fall
applications are due no later than April 13.
Students may apply for Law Offices after they have completed their
first year of law school (current first years may apply for the fall 1995
semester). To be considered for a place, ALL students must complete and
return a completed Law Offices application. Applications must be turned
in to the Law Offices receptionist in Suite 600 by the April 13 deadline.
Students who have previously taken, who are now taking Law
Offices, or who will take Law Offices during the summer 1995 semester
(called Continuing Law Offices Students) and who submit their applications
by the due date will be given preference in their same practice group if
availability permits. Next, priority will be given to the top ten students on
each first choice waiting list who did not tum down a place for Fall 1995,
who were on the waiting list in the division they have marked as first
choice, and who submitted their spring application by the due date. New
students who have submitted their applications by the due date will be
selected in the Law Offices lottery. The total number of available places
during the fall semester is dependent upon the number of supervising
attorneys in each practice group. The number of available new places is
dependent upon the number of continuing students and has not yet been
determined.
The in-house program is comprised of two components. One is a
three credit fieldwork class graded on a pass/fail basis in which students
work in practice groups on client cases or similar projects assigned to them
by a supervising attorney. The fieldwork component also includes practice
group lectures, supervising attorney conferences, section meetings, and
various client interview experiences. The other is a graded classroom
component for one credit.
There are six in-house practice groups from which-to choose -
employment discrimination/civil rights with some general practice, criminal
defense, commercial litigation, transactions (non-litigation), immigration,
and tax (prerequisites are Personal Income Tax and Tax Procedure). This
year we are offering two additional practice groups with funding from a
Department of Education grant - Health Law, and Mediation & Other
ADR Procedures. If the grant is funded for a second year, these two
practice groups will be offered in the fall semester.
For more information, you may talk to the clinical professors who
supervise the various practice groups - Professors Gonzalez (Rm. 629),
Norton (Rm. 623), and Schwartz (Rm. 611) for employment
discrimination/civil rights with some general practice; Professors Kadish
(Rm. 613), Kling (Rm. 625), and Thomas (Rm. 609) for criminal defense;
Professor Smith (Rm.· 690) for commercial litigation; Professor Lemberis
(Rm. 688) for transactions (non litigation); Professor Benitez (Rm. 627) for
immigration; and Professors Brown (Rm. 615) and Livingston (Rm. 694)









. All Continuing Students
Assistant Dean Nancy Herman
Spring Semester 1995
CRITICAL INFORMATION REGARDING;
FINANCIAL AID ANDMERIT-AND-NE~BASED SCHOLARSHIPS
The 1995-1996 financial aid application forms are now available in the Office of Admissions
and Financial Aid", Suite 230.
The time.of year has arrived for you to begin the process of applying for financial aid for the
1995-1996 academic year. Please take note of the calendar of important dates below; I
suggest that you save this memo for future reference. YoUr financial aid. whether a 1Qan
and/or a merit-and-need-based schQlarship. dta>ends on it.
We have prepared folders containing the applications, as well as information to assist you
with the application process. Please be sure to read through the entire packet. The
application packets can be obtained in the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230.
Please note that the Monday. April 3.1995 deadline is the first daY after sprine break
(the dates for spring break are March 25, 1995 - April 2, 1995). If you plan to leave town,
please be sure that you arrange to have your application materials in the Office'of
Admissions and Financial Aid no later than Monday, April 3, 1995.
To be eligible for all forms or flnanclal aid you must meet the deadlines listed below.
Calendar of Important Dates:
By April 3
1. The Free Application for FederaI Student Aid (FAFSA) should be received
~ the processor no later than Monday, April 3, 1995. A preaddressed
envelope is enclosed in the FAFSA booklet. Plan to mail it in sufficient time
to meet the deadline.
2. Your Chicago-Kent College of Law Financial Aid Application should be
received by the Chicago-Kent College of Law Office of Admissions and
Financial Aid, Suite 230, no later than Monday, April 3, 1995. Allsections
of the application "lUst be complete in order for them lobe accepted.
NOTE: Monday, April 3,1995 is a strict deadline. This deadline is the cut-
off date for determining the allocation of merit-and-need-based scholarships.
II May 15
1. After you file the FAFSA, you will be sent the Student Aid Report (SAR).
All pages of the SAR should be in the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid
by Monday. May 15. 1995, even though it will say that you are not eligible
for the Pell Grant (pell Grants are for undergraduates only). Be sure to
complete the Student's Use Box on the back of page one of the SAR.
Corrections: If you need to make corrections to your SAR, please call the
Office of Admissions and Financial Aid at (312) 906-5180 because our office
may be able electronically correct the errors.
2. If you are selected for Verification, you will be asked to submit copies of
your tax forms and a Verification Statement, which are available in the Office
of Admissions and Financial Aid. If you are selected for Verification, our
office will automatically send the Verification Worksheet upon receiving your
Student Aid Report (SAR). These materials and your SAR must be returned
before a financial aid award will be determined for you.
lyluDe 30
1. You are expected. to tum in student loan applications from the lender of
your choice by June 30. Loan applications for Law Access, LAWLOANS,
Chase Manhattan, and any Illinois bank are available in the Office of
Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. However, the office has a limited
supply of applications so it is best to contact your lender directly to obtain the
necessary application.
2. You should sign and return your financial aid award
letter to the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid within three weeks of the
date printed on the letter.
We are ready to help if you need assistance--just call the Office of Admissions and Financial
Aid at (312) 906-5180.
Thank you for your cooperation.Continuing students are eligible to receive both need-and-
merit-based and merit-only scholarships. Merit-only scholarships do U! require a financial
aid application. If you are only interested in these merit-only scholarships, you do D.Q.t need
to apply for financial aid. However, if you want to be considered for need-and-merit-based
scholarships, then you must complete all of the financial aid forms, even if you are not
planning to take out student loans. Need-and-merit-based awards constitute a larger dollar
amount than merit-only awards.
\
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CmCAGO-KENT COLLEGE OF LAW
STUDENT ORGANIZATION INFORMATION
Please print or type and return to Dean Fenton office, room 544.
Name of organization: _
Please give a one sentence description of the organization for publication in the Student Handbook:
Purpose of organization: _
Names and phone numbers of 1995-1996 officers to be listed in the Student Handbook:
Office Title Name Phone
Date: -----
Person to contact for information: ------------------




Name of person completing the form: -----------Signature:
-~-------------
studorg
Advanced Research and Legal Drafting Sections for Fall. 1995
Note: Additional Legal Drafting sections are likely to be added.
Day Division
Number Course Professor Credits Dav !!m! Specialization
422-001-02 Advanced Research Maher 2 Mon 4:00 - 5:50 p.m. Environmental Law*
*Priority for students seeking the Environmental Lawcertifacate.
422-002-02 Advanced Research Medow 2 Tues 4:00 - 5:50 p.m. Securities Transactions
422-003-02 Advanced Research Van Dam 2 Thurs 4:00 - 5:50 p.m. Intellectual Property
422-004-02 Advanced Research Meltzer/Doddy 2 Fri 10:40 - 12:30 p.m. Inti Appellate Advocacy"
*Prerequisite for students whoplan to tryout for intemationallaw mootcourtteams.
422-005-02 Advanced Research Blake/Rausch 2 Wed 4:00 - 5:50 p.m. Intellectual Property
422-006-02 Advanced Research Morris 2 Thurs 11:45 -1:35 p.m. Securities Litigation
422-007-02 Advanced Research Pavlik 2 Mon 4:00 - 5:50 p.m. Employment Discrim
422-008-02 Advanced Research Van Dam 2 Tues 1:55 - 3:45 p.m. Adv Res for Legal Schol*
*S8edescription below.
422-009-02 Advanced Research Aderman 2 Tues 6:00 - 7:50 p.m. Tax
424-001-02 Legal Drafting Cahill 2 Man 4:00 - 5:50 p.m. General Practice
424-002-02 Legal Drafting Klooster 2 Thurs 4:00 - 5:50 p.m. Intellectual Property
424-003-02 Legal Drafting Krebs 2 Wed 11:45 -1:35 p.m. General Practice
424-004-02 Legal Drafting Moltz 2 Wed 11:45 -1:35 p.m. Commercial
424-005-02 Legal Drafting Walter 2 Tues 4:00 - 5:50 p.m. Commercial
424-006-02 Legal Drafting Woulfe 2 Thurs 4:00 - 5:50 p.m. General Practice
424-007-02 Legal Drafting TBA 2 Mon 4:00 - 5:50 p.m. Environmental*





6:00 - 7:50 p.m.
6:00 - 7:35 p.m.
7:35 - 9:25 p.m.







Advanced Research Quinn 2 Tues
*Priority for students seeking the Environmental Lawcertificate.
Advanced Research TBA 2 Thurs 6:00 - 7:50 p.m. Labor Law
Advanced Research Strzynski 2 Man 7:35 - 9:25 p.m. International Law*
*Prerequisite for evening students whoplanto tryout for intemationallaw mootcourtteamsand priority for evening students











Description for Advanced Research for theLegal Scholar
This isa newsection for students whoareinterested scholarly writing. This interest mayarise froma desire
to participate inwriting competitions, or because a student Is considering teaching Iaw at the undergraduate
or graduate level as a career. As withallthe otherAdvanced Research sections, the coursewill cover the
legislative process and legislative histories, researching administrative materials, using specialized on-line
research tools, the internet, the World Wide Web, and the costs of legal research. There will be special
emphasis on doing empirical research for scholarly studies, and on researching questions of theory and
jurisprudence. Rather thantwo shorter assignments, thewritten.component of the coursewill.be a casenote
or comment which would be suitable for publication. The coursewill also include advice on how to submit
articles for publication to lawreviews and professional journals.
arldf95
